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It is my pleasure to introduce the Noongar Pop Culture project. 

CAN WA was inspired by Noongar Elders to find ways of engaging young Noongar people 
to learn and connect with their language in a modern and fun way. 

Language is a fundamental part of any culture and particularly important for cultures 
where languages are endangered. Australia has already lost many Aboriginal languages. 
With this, we not only lose our shared cultural wealth but most importantly some critical 
aspects of the ancestral knowledge that is embedded in Aboriginal languages.

This is why this project is important. Noongar Pop Culture encouraged young people to 
connect with their Noongar heritage, language and cultural identity in a way that was 
relevant to them. It aimed at creating opportunities for young Noongar people to feel 
proud of their ancestry and to exercise their right to express themselves in a creative way.

The impact of projects like this cannot be underestimated. Young Aboriginal people are 
overrepresented in the juvenile system and underrepresented in higher education and 
employment. There is ample evidence that self-esteem is an important success factor for 
pathways towards employment and further education. Therefore projects that creatively 
engage Aboriginal young people and draw out the best in them are contributing to their 
wellbeing and enriching our communities.

I invite you to witness their creativity and sense of fun! Enjoy. 

Pilar Kasat
CAN WA Managing Director

Principal Funding Partners

Other Funding Partners
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In 2013, CAN WA set out to inspire a group of young Aboriginal teenagers to learn and embrace 
their traditional language.

As Noongars they belong to the biggest tribal group in Australia and they’re part of the oldest 
surviving culture on the planet. However, none of the students could speak their language.

Guided by Elders who were passionate about preserving and promoting their culture, CAN WA 
produced a workshop program that would bring together the ancient Noongar language and 
inspire teenagers to learn it by using modern music and media.

The Noongar Pop Culture project was born.

During the winter in 2013, CAN WA ran music and language workshops in Narrogin Senior 
High School in the southern Wheatbelt of WA. CAN WA invited renowned Noongar actress 
Kylie Farmer to take part as a language consultant, working alongside fellow Noongar actress 
and musician Della Rae Morrison. Della and Kylie used examples from Yirra Yaakin’s Noongar 
Sonnets production, Noongar dictionaries and lyrics in language by Della to teach translations 
and interpretations of English words. They also received support and knowledge from local 
Elders in teaching Noongar language to the young participants.

The young participants learned about translating English text into Noongar language, 
interpretation, and how and where to access resources to expand their learning. Choosing 
contemporary songs, the students then translated the lyrics into Noongar, recording their own 
versions of the popular tracks. 

The students used their new skills to write their own original songs, with both Noongar and 
English lyrics. Encouraged by Aboriginal hip hop artist Bryte MC and facilitator Della Rae the 
students wrote with enthusiasm about their lives, their community and their home town. 

The project was a great success, due to the collaborative e�ort of the amazing artist facilitators 
involved, each bringing their own skills and passion to the project.

Martu filmmaker Curtis Taylor documented the process and taught the students to design and 
film their music video clips. Connie Yarran - a young, inspiring Aboriginal hip hop dancer from 
Kellerberrin helped them choreograph their dance for the film clips.

During the last week of the project the young people dressed up, danced, and got covered in UV 
face paint as they filmed four music video clips to accompany their songs. 

This publication is the result of all the hard work, energy and at times, pure joy that went into 
creating the Noongar Pop Culture songs and video clips. 

These songs are a celebration of the Noongar words these students have learnt and their pride 
in embracing this new connection to their culture.
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Noongar language is an integral part of our identity as Bibbulmun people of the 
southwest of Western Australia and it carries with it a clear responsibility for  preservation, 
continuation and revitalisation. My approach to sharing our language on this project was 
not taken lightly.

I share Noongar language with others in the very same way in which my Elders share its 
beauty and fluidity with me. Put simply, our language is to be respected and adored, used 
with dignity and pride. It must be honoured, protected, and pronounced correctly with 
strong execution. The best way to learn language is to speak it as o�en as possible with 
your mentors and teachers. 

The approach I used to share our language with the participants of this project was to 
give them ‘entry level access’. Most of the students already had a strong understanding 
of some Noongar words, so we incorporated these words as much as we could. However 
word for word translation doesn’t always do the work complete justice, so the songs that 
the students chose needed to be interpreted rather than be directly translated. In many 
instances we don’t have a Noongar word to match or translate directly into English. This 
can sometimes create ambiguities in the translation. 

This is where I – as a speaker of Noongar language and as an artist – relish the opportunity 
to interpret as opposed to conducting a literal translation. For example, a section of the 
chorus in the song Impossible (written by James Arthur) was interpreted with a bit of 
poetic licence. We translated most of the lyrics literally but for words like ‘impossible’ I had 
to be creative. There isn’t a single Noongar word for ‘impossible’ – perhaps nothing was 
impossible to us back then?  I opted to express the meaning of ‘impossible’ by referencing 
that there was ‘no sky’, which is impossible therefore it conveys the meaning of the word. 

For the remainder of the lyrics requiring a translation (or interpretation), the facilitators, 
the school sta� and I thought it would be best to use a collection of Noongar words 
throughout each song rather than translating (or interpreting) the songs in their entirety. 
As most of the students were still adjusting to the pronunciation of some of their Noongar 
words we wanted to allow them the time to comfortably adjust their speech. We infused 
each song with strong catchy Noongar words, which accommodated their individual 

approach to the learning experience, striking a balance between the needs of the 
participants, the integrity of language, and the interpretation of the text. 

Applying our traditional language to the songs enabled the students to genuinely 
enjoy the process. Quizzing them on their language absorption towards the end of the 
translation/interpretation week was a lot of fun too – they were outstanding!

Kylie Farmer – Kaarljilba Kaardn
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Everyone on the project gave 110%. These kids have a real 
gift when it comes to hip hop and I would love to see some 
of our brightest stars rise from Narrogin. Writing lyrics, 
applying language translations, recording, and shooting 
film clips on this project were just some of the great 
challenges, and all involved crossed the finish line in 
deadly form.
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TO FLEE
I, ME

LATER

Kaya I’m Che and I djoorap to waab
I party all night but it’s still not enough

My name is Chiara baalap call me Kiki
Don’t get kaarang with me or I’ll get cheeky

My djaa is killer, my rhymes are murder
Noonook get up and shout for Berta

Nidja Jayde I’m cool-n-rap in the shade
But my rhymes are karla on the temperature gauge

I’ma’ serve this and I’ma’ baaminy this brah
I’m a superstar and I’m a koorl with ya 

“Tequilla” – kaya, I’m a hip hop dealer
Selling you the dopest flows – yeah Woolah!

Windji ngala moort WINDJI?
Windji ngala djook WINDJI?

Wilman, Wudjari, Whadjuk KAYA

The weekend’s UNNA!
Doing our thing UNNA!

Moort, waabiny, djoorapiny KAYA

Where’s my clan’s at
Where’s my girl

Wilman, Wardjuk,Wudjari WHAT?

Out on the weekend
Doing our thing

Family, sport and partying

Nidja I’m Taya I ain’t no playa
Baalap lookin’ at me, I say “Heya”

My rhymes are moorditj my flows are noonee
That’s just me – my name is Tazzy

Aliwah freeze, they call me Bree
Djena-koorliny when I feel the breeze

My name is Mazz I’m a nini bit shy
But dardy on the dance floor my moves are fly

My name is Keely I’m birdiya of the court
Jumping everywhere, I’m dardy at sports

Woolah I’m Teagan they call me Teegee
I’m djoorapiny – sittin’ watchin’ TV

Kaya nguny Tia it’s nice to see ya
Time to say boorda cos’ I gotta boolyaka

Windji ngala moort WINDJI?
Windji ngala djook WINDJI?

Wilman, Wudjari, Whadjuk KAYA

The weekend’s UNNA!
Doing our thing UNNA!

Moort, waabiny, djoorapiny KAYA

YES, HELLO

LOOKOUT!, DANGER!

FRIEND, MATE

TO LUST [AFTER],
TO BE HAPPY

HERE

SOLID

HIS/HERS, ITS

SHOUT OF PRAISE

SMALL

MOVEMENT BY
THE FEET

THE BEST,
FABULOUS,
STYLISH

[SLANG]

BOSS, 
PERSON IN CHARGE

YOU

FAMILY, RELATIVES
SISTER

WE,US
WHERE

TRIBAL GROUPS WITHIN
THE NOONGAR/BIBBULMUN NATION

ISN’T IT

PLAYING, PLAYING CARDS

[TO] LIKE

ANGRY

PLAY

FIRE
LEAVE, TO GO

FIRE

MOUTH, TONGUE, LIPS

ENGLISH

CHORUS

NOONGAR
CHORUS
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Where’s my girl
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Doing our thing
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TO BE HAPPY
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MOVEMENT BY
THE FEET
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FABULOUS,
STYLISH

[SLANG]
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YOU
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WHERE

TRIBAL GROUPS WITHIN
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WAIT, TO WAIT
HITTING

HOTYOU

PLAY

FRIEND, MATE
[SLANG]DOWN

KNOWING OR
UNDERSTANDING
YES, HELLO

SHOUT OF PRAISE

BOSS, 
PERSON IN CHARGE

NOONGAR
When I hit threes all my noonee’s get jealous
Ngarda at the courts they call me a menace
Daat nyin frontin’ running down the courts

When I hit a swish they’ll be popping like warts

Represent my jersey koodjal is the number
I break the backboard it sounds like thunder
Chucking on my nikes cranking up the music

Jump shots in nobody can refuse it

Dr pepper for my noonee, another for ya mother
My style is supersize better than any other

Yoowart to KFC and Hungry Jacks
I barang the mic and I bring it back

Kaya it’s another song aint nothing going wrong
Koomba like king kong and slam it like ping pong

Yeah I’m Ray Ray yalakitj here to stay
I’m the rapper who’s gonna save the day

I’m a start by saying y’all better bow down
Coz I’m the birdya nidja wearing the crown

All the rest are moolyarn try impress me now
Ray the baaminy I’m here to put ya down

Suckers get crushed by the Narrogin Rush 
Suckers wanna bust wanna be like ngalak 

Sitting on the bus fairly djinanginy us
Like “Woolah! Woolah! Woolah!”

CHORUS X2

Nidja Narrogin we waab sports on the weekend
NBA, AFL that’s what we’re djinanginy

Dunkin at the courts and kickin’ at the oval
Everybody kaatatjin that we’re noble
Kaya nguny Matt – sitting in the back

Noonook kaatatjin – my rhymes are phat
Kaya I’m Elijah my rhymes are karla-woorliny

When you hear my beats you’re gonna hit the ceiling
Yokai! – I’m Eli, and I’m so fly

When yorgas cruise past, I always say goodbye
Nidja – Nae Nae – baaminy like May Day

The only time I see all my moort is on payday
My name is Trevor, I’ll put ya’s all to shame

Cos’ I’m the birdiya of this moorditj rap game

Suckers get crushed by the Narrogin Rush 
Suckers wanna bust wanna be like ngalak 

Sitting on the bus fairly djinanginy us
Like “Woolah! Woolah! Woolah!”

CHORUS X2

Suckers get crushed by the Narrogin Rush 
Suckers wanna bust wanna be like us 
Sitting on the bus fairly looking at us

Like “Hoo rahhhh! Hoo rahhh! Hoo rahhh!”

Suckers get crushed by the Narrogin Rush 
Suckers wanna bust wanna be like ngalak 

Sitting on the bus fairly djinanginy us
Like “Woolah! Woolah! Woolah!”

ENGLISH

SOLID

WE
LOOKING

HERE

I, ME

A SHOUT OF VICTORY

FAMILY, RELATIVES
[SLANG: WOMANS]WOMEN

STOP, TO STAY PUT

TWO

NO. NOTHING
GET, GET IT

BIG

STUCK UP

CHORUS X2
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Windji Ngala Moort 

Aliwa lookout!, danger!
Baalap his/hers, its
Baaminy hitting
Boolyaka to flee
Boorda later
Birdiya boss, person in charge
Djaa mouth, tongue, lips
Dardy the best, fabulous, stylish
Djena-koorliny movement by the feet
Djook sister
Djoorap [to] like
Djoorapiny to lust [a�er], to be happy 
Kaarang angry
Karla fire
Kaya yes, hello
Koorl leave, to go
Moorditj solid
Moort family, relatives
Ngala we, us
Nidja here
Nini small
Noonee [slang] friend, mate
Noonook you
Nguny I, me
Unna isn’t it
Waab play
Waabiny playing, playing cards
Whadjuk a tribal group within the Noongar/Bibbulmun nation
Winji where 
Wilman a tribal group within the Noongar/Bibbulmun nation
Woolah shout of praise
Wudjari a tribal group within the Noongar/Bibbulmun nation

Narrogin Rush

Baaminy hitting
Barang get, get it
Birdiya boss, person in charge
Daat nyin stop, to stay put
Djinanginy looking
Kaya yes, hello
Karla-woorliny hot
Kaatatjin knowing or understanding
Koodjal two
Koomba big
Moolyarn stuck up
Moorditj solid
Moort family, relatives
Ngarda down
Ngalak we
Nidja here
Nguny I, me
Ngooni brother
Noonee [slang] friend, mate, backer
Noonook you
Waab play
Woolah shout of praise
Yalakitj wait, to wait
Yokai! a shout of victory
Yoowart No, nothing
Yorgas women [slang: womans]
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A big achievement was bringing the shyest girls and boys out of their 
shells. To see them shine on set and singing their song that they wrote 
in the Noongar language. I want them to know that they can pursue 
their dreams in whatever they choose.
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by James Arthur

I remember years ago
Someone told me I should take
Caution when it comes to love

I did

And you were strong and I was not
My illusion, my mistake
I was careless, I forgot

I did

And now when all is done
There is nothing to say

You have gone and so e�ortlessly
You have won

You can go ahead tell them

Tell them all I know now
Shout it from the roof tops

Write it on the sky line
All we had is gone now

Falling out of love is hard
Falling for betrayal is worse

Broken trust and broken hearts
I know, I know...

Thinking all you need is there
Building faith on love and words

Empty promises will wear
I know, I know...

And now when all is done
There is nothing to say

And if you're done with embarrassing me
On your own you can go ahead tell them

True speaking, I’m happy
And my heart [it] is poor/sorrowful

And my flesh is sick
Tell them I understand

No skies / no sky [something impossible]
No skies / no sky [something impossible]

Karni-waangkiny nguny djoorap
Wer nguny koort baal winyarn

Wer nguny daadja menditj
Waangkiny baalap nguny kaatatjin

Yoowart-worl Yoowart-worl
Yoowart-worl Yoowart-worl

TRANSLATION CHORUS INTERPRETATION

Tell them I was happy
And my heart is broken

All my scars are open
Tell them what I hoped would be

Impossible, impossible
Impossible, impossible

Tell them all I know now
Shout it from the roof tops

Write it on the sky line
All we had is gone now

I remember years ago
Someone told me I should take
Caution when it comes to love

I did

Tell them all I know now
Shout it from the roof tops

Write it on the sky line
All we had is gone now

True speaking, I’m happy
And my heart [it] is poor/sorrowful

And my flesh is sick
Tell them I understand

No skies / no sky [something impossible]
No skies / no sky [something impossible]

Karni-waangkiny nguny djoorap
Wer nguny koort baal winyarn

Wer nguny daadja menditj
Waangkiny baalap nguny kaatatjin

Yoowart-worl Yoowart-worl
Yoowart-worl Yoowart-worl

TRANSLATION CHORUS INTERPRETATION
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No skies / no sky [something impossible]
No skies / no sky [something impossible]

Karni-waangkiny nguny djoorap
Wer nguny koort baal winyarn

Wer nguny daadja menditj
Waangkiny baalap nguny kaatatjin

Yoowart-worl Yoowart-worl
Yoowart-worl Yoowart-worl

TRANSLATION CHORUS INTERPRETATION

ORIGINAL CHORUS
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Ooh girl you’re shining
Like a 5th avenue diamond

And they don’t make you like they used to
You’re never going out of style

Ooh pretty baby
This world might have gone crazy

The way you saved me,
Who could blame me

When I just wanna make you smile

I wanna thrill you like Michael
I wanna kiss you like Prince

Let’s get it on like Marvin Gaye
Like Hathaway write a song for you like this

Four dozen of roses
Anything for you to notice

All the way to serenade you
Doing it Sinatra style

I’m a - pick you up in a Cadillac
Like a gentleman bringing glamour back

Keep it real to real in the way I feel
I could walk you down the aisle

I wanna thrill you like Michael
I wanna kiss you like Prince

Let’s get it on like Marvin Gaye
Like Hathaway write a song for you like this

You’re over-head
My head is not good

Knowing [that] I go / not a good day
You’re one – life is like false paper

A baby, you’re solid
A baby, you’re solid

You-ooo
A baby, you’re solid

Noonook-arn kata
Nguny kaat-warra

Kaaditj nguny-koorl warra-kedela
Noonooka kairny / wongin koolyamitj bibbul

Noobritj noonak moorditj
Noobritj noonak moorditj

Noonak-ooo
Noobritj noonak moorditj

TRANSLATION CHORUS INTERPRETATION

You’re over-head
My head is not good

Knowing [that] I go / not a good day
You’re one – life is like false paper

A baby, you’re solid
A baby, you’re solid

You-ooo
A baby, you’re solid

Noonook-arn kata
Nguny kaat-warra

Kaaditj nguny-koorl warra-kedela
Noonooka kairny / wongin koolyamitj bibbul

Noobritj noonak moorditj
Noobritj noonak moorditj

Noonak-ooo
Noobritj noonak moorditj

TRANSLATION CHORUS INTERPRETATION

You're over my head
I’m out of my mind

Thinking I was born in the wrong time
Let's start the rewind, everything is so throwback age (I kinda like it like it)

Out of my league
Old school chic

Like a movie star
From the silver screen

One of a kind living in a world gone plastic
Baby you’re so classic
Baby you’re so classic
Baby you’re so classic

Baby you’re class and baby you're sick
I never met a girl like you ever ‘til we met

A star in the 40’s, centrefold in the 50’s
Got me tripping out like the sixties hippies

Queen of the discotheque
A 70’s dream and an 80’s best

Hepburn, Beyoncé, Marilyn Manson
Girl you’re timeless, just so classic

You’re over-head
My head is not good

Knowing [that] I go / not a good day
You’re one – life is like false paper

A baby, you’re solid
A baby, you’re solid

You-ooo
A baby, you’re solid

Noonook-arn kata
Nguny kaat-warra

Kaaditj nguny-koorl warra-kedela
Noonooka kairny / wongin koolyamitj bibbul

Noobritj noonak moorditj
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Ooh girl you’re shining
Like a 5th avenue diamond

And they don’t make you like they used to
You’re never going out of style

Ooh pretty baby
This world might have gone crazy

The way you saved me,
Who could blame me

When I just wanna make you smile

I wanna thrill you like Michael
I wanna kiss you like Prince

Let’s get it on like Marvin Gaye
Like Hathaway write a song for you like this

Four dozen of roses
Anything for you to notice

All the way to serenade you
Doing it Sinatra style

I’m a - pick you up in a Cadillac
Like a gentleman bringing glamour back

Keep it real to real in the way I feel
I could walk you down the aisle

I wanna thrill you like Michael
I wanna kiss you like Prince

Let’s get it on like Marvin Gaye
Like Hathaway write a song for you like this

You’re over-head
My head is not good
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We will follow this road even with a mirage in the middle, 
We will make it to the other side and shine.

Yiwarra-la wanalku marrka marrka-ngka la jarrparku miralarrku-la
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We will make it to the other side and shine.

Yiwarra-la wanalku marrka marrka-ngka la jarrparku miralarrku-la
We will follow this road even with a mirage in the middle, 

We will make it to the other side and shine.
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Bryte MC (Brian Lloyd) is a well-known 
hip hop artist based in Perth, Western 
Australia. Since running around the 
streets of Brisbane as a young gra�iti 
artist, Bryte has made big leaps towards 
establishing himself as a renowned MC. 

In 2007, Bryte moved to Perth and 
whilst studying at Abmusic College, he 
released his debut album ‘Full Stop’, 
which won the 2009 Too Solid Music 
Award for Urban Album of the Year. 

Bryte’s passion for inspiring the younger 
generation doesn’t end with his lyrics; 
he has also been actively involved 
in directing and facilitating hip hop 
workshops. These workshops have 
helped Bryte stay in touch with his roots 
and continue to pursue his passion for 
helping those who have seen troubled 
times, along with those who seek to 
improve their skills as professional artists. 

Bryte released his eagerly awaited second album, ‘Bryte Side of Life’ in 2013. It was 
nominated for a national Deadly Award. Bryte is not motivated by financial gratification, 
he simply plans to seize every opportunity and continue to make music that inspires 
others to open their minds and fight for a better life. 
 

Kylie Farmer [Kaarljilba Kaardn] is 
an Aboriginal Australian actress, TV 
presenter, writer and director from the 
Noongar/Bibbulmun nation, where 
‘Kylie’ means ‘a small boomerang’.

Kylie has performed in numerous stage 
production roles, both nationally and 
internationally, starring in ‘The White 
Divers of Broome’, ‘The Sapphires’, 
‘One Day in ‘67’, ‘Romeo & Juliet’, ‘A 
Midsummer Night’s Dream’, ‘Aliwa’ and 
‘King Hit’. Her television and screen 
credits include season 2 of ‘Redfern 
Now’, ‘The Gods of Wheat Street’, ‘Ace 
of Spades’, ‘Stone Bros’ and ‘Sa Black 
Thing’. Kylie is the host of NITV’s popular 
children’s television show, ‘Waabiny 
Time’, and is a past presenter of the 
‘Marngrook Footy Show’.

She has worked as a director and 
associate artist with theatre companies 
such as Yirra Yaakin, Belvoir, Ilbijerri 

and Version 1.0. She has extensive theatre experience and recently helped translate 
six Shakespearean sonnets into Noongar language for a performance at Shakespeare’s 
famous Globe Theatre in London.

Language Consultant Music Facilitator
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Curtis Taylor is a young Martu filmmaker 
from the Western Desert of Western 
Australia. Curtis has strong ties with 
his Western Desert homelands and his 
people. In 2011 he was named Young 
Western Australian of the Year.

He is currently involved in the Martu 
Trust School Holiday Program, designed 
by Martu Youth workers to help alleviate 
boredom and associated behaviour 
among young people in the community.

Curtis is also an experienced young 
filmmaker, and has written and directed 
more than seven short films. 
His passion for digital media led to Curtis 
being involved in several community 
arts projects with CAN WA. As well as 
the Noongar Pop Culture project, he 
filmed short films for the Gnaala Karla 
Booja Cultural Mapping and Community 
Governance project.

Curtis found the experience so rewarding he plans to maintain that connection with 
Noongar youth and collaborate on more projects in the future. 

His work on art projects has taken him overseas to Singapore, the USA, Canada, Brazil 
and France. While in France he was involved in a collaborative show with other Australian 
and European artists. Curtis exhibited the ‘Phone Booth Project’-  his first international 
video installation.

Curtis is studying at Murdoch University and he remains a strong advocate for the Martu 
people.

Della Rae Morrison began her career 
in the arts in 1999 with Black Swan 
Theatre Company in the original cast 
of Jimmy Chi’s ‘Bran Nue Dae’. She 
caught the acting ‘bug’ and went on to 
perform in thirteen theatre productions, 
including Yirra Yaakin’s ‘Headspace’, 
‘Muttacar Sorry Business’, ‘Black as 
Michael Jackson’, and Yorga Waabiny 
Production’s ‘Fi�y Shades of Black’. She 
also played Mrs Egg in the television 
series ‘Lockie Leonard’ by Tim Winton.

Della is also an events director and 
producer and she has worked with the 
Perth International Arts Festival (PIAF), 
Wardarnji Cultural Festival and for the 
NITV music show  ‘Chocolate Martini’.

A poet, singer and songwriter, Della 
released two albums with her former 
band Djiva, and is a WAMI Award winner 
and NAIDOC Artist of the Year. She has 
previously worked with CAN WA in 

Kellerberrin on the Voices of the Wheatbelt project, and was invited to bring her music, 
performance and language knowledge to the Noongar Pop Culture project.
!

Language and song writing facilitator Filmmaker
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CAN WA would like to thank all the people and organisations that were involved in the Noongar Pop Culture project for 
their commitment, hard work, and sense of fun. 

CAN WA Team 
Pilar Kasat Managing Director
Nicola Davison Project Coordinator
Mylène Ragon Project O�icer

Geri Hayden Aboriginal Arts and Cultural Development Coordinator
Graeme Miller Aboriginal Youth Arts O�icer
Sonia Kickett Aboriginal Arts and Cultural Development O�icer
Marleena McIntosh Aboriginal Arts and Cultural Development O�icer

Emma Fletcher Communications and Design Coordinator
Michelle White Manager Aboriginal Programs & PR and Media

Special thanks to Peter Ki� and Mira Radmilovich from Yirra Yaakin Theatre Company

Copyright acknowledgements
Windji Ngala Moort
Performed and written by NSHS Noongar female students
Noongar/Bibbulmun yok/yorga warangka (Aboriginal 
women song/sing)

Narrogin Rush
Performed and written by NSHS Noongar male students
Noongar/BibbulmunMaarmanWarangka (Aboriginal men 
sing/song)

Impossible 
A.Brgisson/I.Wroldsen
© Published by Aristotracks AB
Administered by Kobalt Music Publishing Australia Pty Ltd
Mushroom Music on behalf of Reverb Music LTD
Noongar/BibbulmunMaarmanWarangka (Aboriginal men 
sing/song)

Classic 
E.Bogart/A.Goldstein/E.Kiriakou/L.Robbins
© 2013 Sony/ATV Songs LLC
Used by permission of Sony/ATV Music Publishing Australia 
Pty Ltd
© 2013 Warner-Tamerlane Publishing Corp., Fueled By 
Music, Stays Friday Music
By kind permission of Warner/Chappell Music Australia Pty 
Ltd
© Published by Roditis Music Inc and Hey Kiddo Music
Administered by Kobalt Music Publishing Australia Pty Ltd
Noongar/Bibbulmun yok/yorga warangka (Aboriginal 
women song/sing)

All sound recordings and mixes by Brian Lloyd (Bryte MC)

Noongar / Bibbulmun translations and interpretations by 
Kylie Farmer - Kaarljilba Kaardn

Documentary and music video clips filmed and edited by 
Curtis Taylor

Noongar Pop Culture

Participants 
Matthew Abraham Chiara Bolton
Elijiah Coleman Isaiah Chongwee
Bree Anne Jetta–Bolton Che-Ann Turvey
Eli Kickett Latia Kickett
Keely Kickett Roberta Kickett
Trevor Mead Taya Olman
Tasmyn Olman Jayde Schmidt
Raymond Storey Tequilla Ugle
Nathan Ugle Teagan Woods

The artists
Kylie Farmer Language consultant
Brian Lloyd Music facilitator
Della Rae Morrison Language and song writing
 facilitator
Curtis Taylor Filmmaker
Connie Yarran Choreographer

Narrogin Senior High School staff 
Maxine Clark Janice Kickett 
Carole Kickett Denise Lavan
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All sound recordings and mixes by Brian Lloyd (Bryte MC)

Noongar / Bibbulmun translations and interpretations by 
Kylie Farmer - Kaarljilba Kaardn

Documentary and music video clips filmed and edited by 
Curtis Taylor

Noongar Pop Culture

Participants 
Matthew Abraham Chiara Bolton
Elijiah Coleman Isaiah Chongwee
Bree Anne Jetta–Bolton Che-Ann Turvey
Eli Kickett Latia Kickett
Keely Kickett Roberta Kickett
Trevor Mead Taya Olman
Tasmyn Olman Jayde Schmidt
Raymond Storey Tequilla Ugle
Nathan Ugle Teagan Woods

The artists
Kylie Farmer Language consultant
Brian Lloyd Music facilitator
Della Rae Morrison Language and song writing
 facilitator
Curtis Taylor Filmmaker
Connie Yarran Choreographer

Narrogin Senior High School staff 
Maxine Clark Janice Kickett 
Carole Kickett Denise Lavan



CAN WA is an exciting and dynamic community arts organisation working towards positive social change. 

Over the last twenty-nine years CAN WA has been inspiring and mobilising communities to creatively express their 
unique stories. 

Through participation in innovative arts and culture projects, CAN WA has helped transform individuals in communities.

www.canwa.com.au


